Core Working Group Meeting Notes (21-Feb-2019)

Attendees:

TC  Trevor Conn (me)

Tonyespy

15038057757

AF  Andrew Foster

AS  André Srinivasan | Redis Labs

Brandon Forster

EC  Eric Cotter

Jacob Blain Christen (Intel)

JW  Jim White

LG  Lenny Goodell (Intel)

SO  Steve Osselton

TM  Tobias Mosby (Intel)

WM  Walt Morton - Intel

MJ  Mike Johanson
Old Business

- Plugins
  - Any possible updates from Beau’s (Intel) contacts at Microsoft?
    - Still waiting AFAIK
    - Will ping Beau again

- Redis
  - Check in w/Andre RE: timeline – on track for 15-Mar, etc?
    - We’re still on track
  - Also working with IOTech on impl for notifications service
  - Core-data, metadata, export-client will be one PR
  - Notifications will be its own PR
    - Followup discussion with Trevor RE: recent metadata DB changes

- Modules
  - Edgex-go converted to module
    - The /pkg folder has been removed
    - If you have a service that isn’t yet a module and you update your glide, the shizzle will break.
  - Go-mod-core-contracts module
    - Consumed within edgex-go
    - Consumed within device-sdk-go
    - Consumed within app-functions-sdk
  - Go-mod-registry PR review is underway
    - Proposed timeline for integration with edgex-go?
      - Progress on this already
        - Core-services done
        - Working on support-services
      - Please share with Trevor for preview purposes
  - Intel to create go-mod-messaging next

New Business

- Module Versioning Proposal
  - Linked in the wiki as “Versioning Proposal” on the Feb 21 entry for Core Working Group
  - https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Core+Working+Group
- Taking comments via email over the coming week.
- Will collate and discuss in depth at next call.